C I R C U L A R

In terms of provision of the Goa Registration of Tourist Trade Act 1982 & Rules made there under, all the Hotels are required to be registered with the Department of Tourism, Panaji and submit monthly tourists (Domestic & Foreign) arrival figures/statistics in time for further processing & compilation in the form prescribed, on forthnightly basis.

These figures are required to be complied within specified time period as the same are required to be passed on to the Press, Ministers, during Legislative Assembly, Government of India, New Delhi, Travel Trade Organizations, interested public under Right to Information Act etc and timely compliance with Police requirements is of essence for safe Tourism.

Over the period of time it is noticed that there are many Hotels/PGA’s who are not submitting the monthly Statistics on Tourist Arrivals and hence the Government has taken a serious note of it.

It is therefore enjoined upon all the hoteliers and the Accommodation providers to submit the Statistics of tourist arrivals in the prescribed format by the 5th of every month to the Head Quarters at Panaji or the Zonal Centers at Mapusa (North) and Margao (South), else it will be viewed seriously and considered as violation of the Goa Registration of Tourist Trade Act, 1982.

For Strict compliance.

(Swapnil M. Naik)
Director of Tourism & Prescribed Authority
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